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Preface
Security has been a human concern since the dawn of time. With the rise of the
digital society, information security has rapidly grown to an area of serious study
and ongoing research. While much research has focused on the technical aspects of
computer security, far less attention has been given to the management issues of
information risk and the economic concerns facing firms and nations. Managing
Information Risk and the Economics of Security provides leading edge thinking on
the security issues facing managers, policy makers, and individuals. Many of the
chapters of this volume were presented and debated at the 2008 Workshop on the
Economics of Information Security (WEIS), hosted by the Tuck School of Business
at Dartmouth College. Sponsored by Tuck’s Center for Digital Strategies and the
Institute for Information Infrastructure Protection (I3P), the conference brought
together over one hundred information security experts, researchers, academics,
reporters, corporate executives, government officials, cyber crime investigators and
prosecutors. The group represented the global nature of information security with
participants from China, Italy, Germany, Canada, Australia, Denmark, Japan,
Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the US.
This volume would not be possible without the dedicated work Xia Zhao (of
Dartmouth College and now the University of North Carolina, Greensboro) who
acted as the technical editor. I am also grateful for the service of the WEIS program
committee: Alessandro Acquisti (Carnegie Mellon University), Ross Anderson
(Cambridge University), Jean Camp (Indiana University), Huseyin Cavusoglu
(University of Texas, Dallas), Ramnath Chellappa (Emory University), Neil Gandal
(Tel Aviv University), Anindya Ghose (New York University), Eric Goetz
(Dartmouth College), Larry Gordon (University of Maryland), Karthik Kannan
(Purdue University), Marty Loeb (University of Maryland), Tyler Moore
(Cambridge University), Andrew Odlyzko (University of Minnesota), Brent Rowe
(RTI), Stuart Schechter (Microsoft), Bruce Schneier (BT Counterpane), Sean Smith
(Dartmouth College), Rahul Telang (Carnegie Mellon University), Catherine
Tucker (MIT), and Hal Varian (University of California, Berkeley).
Many thanks also go to the individuals and the organizations that helped us
organize WEIS: Hans Brechbühl, Jennifer Childs, Scott Dynes, Eric Goetz, David
Kotz, Xia Zhao (all of Dartmouth), and Stuart Schechter (Microsoft), as well as the
support of Tuck School of Business and Thayer School of Engineering at
Dartmouth College; the Institute for Information Infrastructure Protection (I3P); the
Institute for Security Technology Studies; and Microsoft. WEIS and the efforts to
compile this book were partially supported by the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security under Grant Award Number 2006-CS-001-000001, under the auspices of
the Institute for Information Infrastructure Protection (I3P) and through the Institute
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for Security Technology Studies (ISTS). The I3P is managed by Dartmouth
College. The views and conclusions contained in this book are those of the authors
and should not be interpreted as necessarily representing the official policies, either
expressed or implied, of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, the I3P, ISTS,
or Dartmouth College.

September 2008

M. Eric Johnson
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Managing Information Risk and the Economics
of Security
M. Eric Johnson1

Center for Digital Strategies, Tuck School of Business, Dartmouth College

Abstract Information risk and the economics of managing security is a concern of
private-sector executives, public policy makers, and citizens. In this introductory
chapter, we examine the nature of information risk and security economics from
multiple perspectives including chief information security officers of large firms,
representatives from the media that cover information security for both technical
and mass media publications, and agencies of the government involved in cyber
crime investigation and prosecution. We also briefly introduce the major themes
covered in the five primary sections of the book.

1

Introduction

Information is the lifeblood of the global economy. With more and more organizations maintaining information online, that information has also become a source
of growing risk. Once viewed as little more than the occasional teenage hacker
creating a nuisance, risks today are fueled by more sophisticated, organized, malicious groups. The evolving risks impact the reliability of national infrastructures
1Many

people contributed to this overview by framing panel discussions at WEIS, recording panelist
discussions, and directly contributing to related publications. In particular, I thank Jane Applegate of
Tuck’s Center for Digital Strategies and Eric Goetz of the I3P for their direct contributions to this
manuscript. This material is based upon work partially supported by the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security under Grant Award Numbers 2006-CS-001-000001 and 2003-TK-TX-0003, under the
auspices of the Institute for Information Infrastructure Protection (I3P) and through the Institute for
Security Technology Studies (ISTS). The I3P is managed by Dartmouth College. The views and
conclusions contained in this document are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as
necessarily representing the official policies, either expressed or implied, of the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security, the I3P, ISTS, or Dartmouth College.
M.E. Johnson (ed.), Managing Information Risk and the Economics of Security,
DOI: 10.1007/978-0-387-09762-6_1, © Springer Science + Business Media, LLC 2009
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(Goetz and Shenoi 2008), the protection of intellectual property of firms and
countries (Andrijcic and Horowitz 2006), the financial integrity of investment
firms (Jolly 2008), and the control of individuals’ identity (Camp 2007). Research
has shown that information security requires not only technology (Anderson
2008), but a clear understanding of potential risks, decision-making behaviors, and
metrics for evaluating business and policy options. Researchers have made
substantial progress analyzing both the internal investment decisions of firms
(Gordon and Loeb 2006) and the market-based pressures that impact cyber
security (Anderson and Moore 2006, Kannan and Telang 2005).
In this introductory chapter, we present a collage of information risk challenges
facing individuals, firms, and governments. In the first section, we examine risk
and security from the perspective of the media. Based upon panel discussions
conducted at the 2008 Workshop on the Economics of Security (WEIS), hosted by
the Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth College, we highlight journalists’
perspectives from a range of outlets including the information technology trade
media, business publications, and the popular press. In the next section, we
examine the risk as seen by cybercrime investigators and prosecutors. Again based
on a panel held at WEIS, we present insights from investigators and prosecutors
including the FBI and state police along with federal and state prosecutors. Then
we turn our attention to firms in the private sector, discussing practices to
incorporate information risk into the overall evaluation of business risk. We
include the chief information security officer (CISO) perspective of many
different global firms from technology providers like Cisco and investment banks
like Goldman Sachs to pharmaceutical provider Eli Lilly and retailer CVS
Caremark.
Finally, we introduce the chapters contained within the five major sections of
the book: Cyber Policy and Regulation, Risk Management and Security Investment,
Technology and Policy Adoption, Combating Cybercrime, Privacy and Trust.
Information Risk and the Economics of Security presents the latest research on the
economics driving both the risks and the solutions. These chapters represent some
of the best, cutting-edge research within the wide range of research traditions from
economics and business to computer science. Following in the strong tradition of
WEIS, this collection of papers well represents the peer-reviewed scholarship of
the annual workshop. The volume provides managers and policy makers alike
with new thinking on how to manage risk.

2

Communicating Security – The Role of Media

The global proliferation of cybercrime has driven wide-spread public recognition
of need for better information security. Over the past few years, the steady
drumbeat of reported breaches has escalated into a hail storm of media attention.
From mainstream mass publications to the trade press, the number of stories and
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the depth of coverage on security have ballooned as the media seeks to shed light
on the shadowy, evolving threat landscape (Acohido and Swartz 2008). While
stories about “hackers” and “breaches” have captured the public’s imagination,
trying to move to a more nuanced discussion has proved challenging. Journalists
from every corner of the media, from national mass publications and to securityfocused websites and blogs struggle with the challenges of communicating problems
that involve both technical and behavioral elements. Many wonder if the media
can move beyond the shock factor of large failures, like the Jerome Kerviel story
(January 2008 Société Générale trading loss (Jolly 2008)), to the underlying
drivers of such failures? With so many evolving issues it is exceedingly difficult
to research and write credible stories on internal corporate failures or crimes like
whaling (where the targets are corporate executives). Journalists struggle to uncover
the truth in a world where: 1) organizations rarely see any benefit in coverage and
often don’t report losses; b) organized crime is thought to be the perpetrator; and
c) many of the targets are loathe to discuss their gullibility with the press. Some
wonder if cyber journalists can really verify the truth behind international cyber
espionage and warfare. In reporting on these stories journalists often struggle with
their responsibility of informing the public vs. protecting national security. Likewise,
editors must address challenges of tracking and developing journalistic expertise
in a rapidly evolving field, where nuances matter, technical jargon rules and the
terminology and concepts can be difficult to master. Yet, the growth in cyber
crime continues to bring the stories to the forefront of many publications.
At the Workshop of the Economics of Information Security (WEIS), reporters
from USA Today, BusinessWeek, CIO Magazine, ZDNet Magazine and Tech
Target took part in a provocative panel discussion, providing a fresh perspective
on key issues relating to the economics of information security. The group noted
that much of the research in security and information risk wasn’t front page news
five or ten years ago, but that has changed with the increase in the number of
breaches and identity thefts. Certainly, this reporting is impacting the public
perception about security, public policy making, and funding availability and
focus for security research.
Stories detailing identity theft and personal computers being infected by ‘bots’
and malware are making headlines every day. Cyber criminals based in Eastern
Europe, Russia and China are busy stealing and selling sensitive information,
according to panelists. Massive data breaches, ranging from the theft of thousands
of credit card account numbers from retailer T.J. Maxx (Sidel 2007), to the French
trader who misdirected funds at Societe Generale (Jolly 2008), are keeping
reporters busy.
“From my perspective, the next great business story is the business of cybercrime,” said Brian Grow, who covers cybercrime for BusinessWeek magazine.
“It’s the fastest growing crime in America and in the world. The numbers have
exploded….so, from a media perspective that makes it relevant because it affects
millions of people.”
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Reporters said their challenge is twofold; selling the cybercrime story to their
editors and trying to persuade corporations and law enforcement officials to help
them expose the alleged scams. They said many corporations are reluctant to
discuss embarrassing data breaches, despite new laws requiring them to report
problems to law enforcement agencies and the public.
Of course, selling stories to editors requires public interest that is sometimes
lagging. Dennis Fischer, a reporter for Tech Target, said “There probably needs to
be more finance coverage crossing with information security coverage. …But,
I’ve constantly been puzzled by the unending levels of apathy on the consumers
part. To some extent, when you are following stories, you have to follow what
people are concerned about or want to read about, yet a lot of readers just meet
those stories, with “eh,” it’s strange.
On the other hand, researching stories is equally challenging. “It’s easier to get
sources in the criminal underground (to talk to us) than it is to get the law enforcement, the government and the business sources to talk about it,” said Scott Berinato,
of CIO/CISO magazines (and now Harvard Business Publications).
The panelist agreed that companies often choose to keep the data breach a
secret rather than risking a negative reaction from investors or a public relations
nightmare.
“It’s only through public awareness that the public will put pressure on the
bottom line of corporations to make that change,” said Byron Achohido, of USA
Today. “Otherwise, they’ll just do an accounting trick and assign it as an acceptable loss and spread it out. They (corporations) are assigning a very low premium
to the ongoing threat of my Social Security number being out there with 300
million people in a stored database that the bad guys are just doing low level stuff
on now and can figure out what else to do in the future.”
“The credit bureaus in particular are wide open for reform,” continued
Achohido. However, the industry is resisting change and the public seems to be
apathetic when it comes to demanding more security. He said consumers are also
“addicted to convenience” and often release personal information and conduct
business online without adequate security precautions in place.
Dennis Fischer, a reporter for Tech Target, said he realized that companies
need to focus on security in general, not just protecting information. Fraud is
committed in many ways, not just by hacking into computer systems.
“Once I understood the fraud triangle; opportunity, motivation, rationalization,
that started to bring to light that all of these cybercrimes were just fraud,” said
Fischer. “Somebody wants to make money, and so my physical security reporting
really helped me write stores which I think the general public understood better
because I was just talking about fraud.”
However, he said it’s tough to get people who have been defrauded to discuss
what happened.
“They have a hard time dealing with it and they don’t want to talk about it,” he
said. “But every once in a while, you come across a person whose method of
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dealing with it is to open up and talk about it. They feel like they are helping to
solve the problem by making others aware.”
Even when a so-called victim of a computer fraud is willing to be interviewed,
Fischer said most corporations are reluctance to publicize a data breach because
they don’t want bad publicity. “Businesses have this beautiful thing called accepted
loss budgets, so they just kind of bury their shame in the acceptable loss budget.”
Despite the fact that many computer fraud stories still go unreported, BusinessWeek’s Grow said “it’s an endless story because it’s going to take on new
forms and going to shift and we’re going to continue to say,’ here’s how they
tricked you.”
The group agreed that stronger firewalls and software solutions have eliminated
many of the worms and viruses that made stories by from taking down computer
systems. Now, the big threat is from malware and bots send out by criminals to
infect personal computers.
“They’re basically after stealing sensitive data and then marketing the sensitive
data to fraudsters who want to use it,” said Byron Achiodo, a cybercrime reporter
for USA Today.
Apart from fouling up computer systems with Trojans, ‘bots’ and malware,
computer crime is now a national security issue, according to BusinessWeek’s
Brian Grow. He shared a recent story he covered about an email with a malicious
attachment that was made to appear as if it came from the Secretary of the Air
Force.
“It was aimed at a military procurement guy at a consulting firm and it
contained a request for proposal from the Indian government for 126 fighter
jets…the real bid that Boeing and others were bidding on.”
Clicking on random email is the quickest way to infect your computer system,
according to Ryan Naraine, a reporter for ZDNet Magazine.
“It’s fascinating to me that people still just click and install stuff,” he said.
“They’ll install a Trojan for you…you can tell someone, ‘here’s Britney, she’s
half naked, click here and people just click.”
TechTarget’s Fischer said a friend recently sent out two emails to test response
rate.
“In one, he said, ‘this is a bad email with an attachment,’ and the other he said,
‘this is a bad email with an attachment, click here.’ Naraine said the click rate for
the bad email that ordered people to ‘click here” had a response rate about 80
percent higher than the other one.
One strategy to protect digital information is to require several types of
authentication before allowing access to any sort of sensitive information.
“The Europeans and the Asians to some extent are already several steps ahead
of us,” said Byron Acohido. “We’re still locked at this level, essentially by and
large, single factor, username and password. That’s really all you need to open all
the doors and windows you want on U.S. accounts.” Firms are reluctant to move
to multi-factor authentication for fear of alienating customers. Hopefully the glare
of the media will change user perspective on authentication.
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Investigating and Prosecuting Cybercrime

Investigating and prosecuting cybercrime has become exceedingly complex.
Globalization has fueled virtual, organized crime groups that innovate at dizzying
rates. From collecting evidence to convicting cyber criminals, local, state, and
federal agencies working with partners around the world must navigate the maze
of jurisdictions and constantly evolving technology. Law enforcement must establish who has jurisdiction over investigations; how to coordinate efforts; and how
to uncover the link between virtual and physical operations. Often investigators
must work with reluctant witnesses as firms often fail to report losses (Pereira
et al. 2008).
Law enforcement officials are spending millions of dollars on training and
investigations as part of a global effort to thwart the theft and disruption of digital
information, according to experts who participated in a WEIS cybercrime panel
“Our primary focus is counter-intelligence and counter-terrorism using
computers, so called cyber-terrorism,” said Jim Burrell, assistant special agent in
charge of the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Boston office. “I put about 80% of
my resources there. The other side is everything else…from intellectual property
theft to internet fraud and child pornography, things along those lines where the
computer is used to facilitate a more traditional crime.”
Burrell, an internationally respect expert on cybercrime, said back in the late
1990’s, “we treated cybercrime and a lot of these issues as a single violation.
Now, we have about 300 different cyber-criminal violations as well as national
security issues.”
He said the FBI is investing millions of dollars in training top agents to fight
cybercrime with assistance from law enforcement agencies in 48 countries. When
dealing abroad, Burrell said, the first priority for investigators and agents is to
preserve digital data. Without intact data, it’s almost impossible to build a strong
case again savvy cybercriminals.
“The issue we worry about first is preserving the evidence so it doesn’t get
deleted or altered,” said Burrell, who also teaches digital forensics at Boston
University. “That doesn’t mean they (local agents) have to turn it over to us, but
(we ask them to) make it so it doesn’t go away until we can figure out what’s
going on. Then, we can get the proper diplomatic or legal process in order to
obtain physical custody of the information or the data.”
Federal prosecutor Arnold Huftalin, agreed that data preservation is critical to
successful prosecutions.
“I learned early on in my computer crime experience that data is extraordinarily
volatile,” said Huftalin, an assistant U.S. attorney based in New Hampshire. He
said his biggest challenge was tracking down how criminals are accessing the
internet. For example, a few years ago, he had a case where he had to locate
hundreds of people around the country through IP addresses that they were using
to access servers.
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“I was appalled to find out there was no nationwide database of internet service
providers,” said Huftalin. To remedy that, he assigned a paralegal to set up an
extensive database, which is still being used by cybercrime prosecutors around the
country.
Once the providers were found, subpoenas for information could be issued, but
that’s tough because people can change ISP’s (internet service providers) on a
moment’s notice, he said.
“Nobody but the dumbest of the dumbest people in the world is going to go
into somebody’s (computer) system from their own static IP (address),” he said.
“They are going to come in through some innocent person’s box in Romania
which is going to be access through some other innocent person’s box in Turkey.”
He said the federal Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) dictates
how federal, state and local law enforcement agencies can compel disclosure in
order to collect data for criminal cases.
Because organized crime is now heavily involved in computer crimes, Huftalin
said it’s actually easier to track them down.
“They tend to be a bit more static and they’re not as elusive as the 19 year-old
whiz kid who just happens to want to bounce through 18 machines and they for
giggles and grins, destroys somebody’s network.”
Huftalin said cracking computer cases is tough and “there are a lot of
prosecutors who, when they see a laptop, will walk away from it,” because it takes
computer savvy to work in the field.
“When there’s a bank robbery and it’s in the winter, you follow the footprints
in the snow,” he said. “But when somebody intrudes into, let’s say, Google, there
aren’t any footprints in the snow.”
Despite firewalls and sophisticated software, panelists said corporations
continue to be attacked by cybercriminals, the panel said. “Corporations that
experience security breaches may be reluctant to provide information to law
enforcement because it will affect their bottom line,” said Huftalin, the federal
prosecutor from New Hampshire. “But, if they don’t provide the information, then
law enforcement can’t share that information with other corporations so they can
plug the holes or take security measures in advance, as opposed to after the fact.”
He said there is a program called “InfoGuard” which encourages companies to
report data breaches to law enforcement agencies so criminals can be prosecuted
in a timely manner.
In addition to the FBI’s efforts, panelists said state and local officials are
working hard to combat cybercrime at all levels.
“Almost every crime that we deal with at the state level has some kind of
computer component,” said Lucy Carrillo, assistant attorney general for the New
Hampshire Criminal Justice Bureau. “Whether it’s the drug dealer who has lists,
phone numbers addresses on his cell phone or whether it’s a homicide scene
where the individual has done research on how he was going to commit a
homicide.”
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William “Trip” Cantwell, with the New Hampshire State Police, said public
awareness is critical to thwarting all sorts of computer crime. For example, he
makes presentations to school children about the dangers of the internet.
“We reach out to them and show them some presentations,” he said.
“Hopefully it will hit home and prevent one kid from being victimized.”

4

CISO Perspective – Evaluating and Communicating
Information Risk

While security professionals have long talked about risk, moving an organization
from a “security” mindset to one that thoughtfully considers information risk is a
challenge. Managing information risk means building risk analysis into every
business decision. From a CISO panel held at WEIS and from earlier CISOs
workshops hosted by the Center for Digital Strategies, security executives outlined
how they are working to move the conversation from security towards information
risk. Three key themes of action emerged from these discussions (Johnson, Goetz,
Pfleeger (2008); and Johnson and Goetz (2007)):
• Rank the information risks. Developing a process to identify and prioritize
information risks brings security into the business discussion.
• Communicate the information risk. A communication strategy helps the
organization quickly recognize and understand economically driven risks.
Often this involves embedding information risks into an overall risk communication process. Likewise, managing the risk within a firm’s supplier and partner
organizations requires ongoing communication and education.
• Measure progress. Developing a set of key performance metrics enables the
firm to understand if information risk practices are making a difference.

4.1

Ranking the Information Threats

For many firms, information risk management is increasingly being integrated into
the broader enterprise risk management conversation. However, this development
is uneven—there are still some firms where information risk management is
focused more at the project management level. At a recent CISO workshop held at
the Tuck School of Business (Goetz and Johnson 2007), security executives from
twenty-five Fortune 500 firms gathered to discuss information risk. Neil Hershfield
gave a good summary of the real objectives of Dow’s risk prioritization activities:
“In terms of prioritizing the threats, two things came to mind: Number one, we’ve
got to secure our sites, our chemical sites. So the process of keeping control of our
systems and not letting somebody hack in is a big deal for us because if somebody
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does that, they could cause an incident. The biggest threat is some kind of actual
physical incident that’s created through cyber. Second, is the risk of insider
problems.”
From the executive discussion one thing became clear. Risk management is
structured in different ways at different companies (i.e., there is no single, unified
methodology that is widely used to identify and prioritize risks). In some cases
risk management is based around applications, in other cases the focus is on assets
or specific projects. In some firms, the emphasis is on aligning information risk
management as directly as possible with business strategies.
Workshop participants shared with the group how they prioritize and rank
threats. It soon became clear that there are lots of different approaches to risk
management and ranking risks along a spectrum from the more quantifiable
methods (we measure this) to the softer (we know through experience or through
interviews) and intuitive (we just kind of know) methods.
There was a lot of common ground in terms of the elements that firms use
to help them categorize and address risk. Common risk elements included data
classification; governance; compliance; brand; insider risk; infrastructure; availability; and mission assurance. Different firms use a different combination of these
elements to structure their information risk management programs; they also
weigh the elements in different ways. Underneath each of these high-level categories, firms have a second-tier of specific factors (often data-driven) that they use
for their risk evaluations and prioritizations. The risk elements are then viewed in
the context of other company-specific factors, such as the state of current control
(i.e., the security baseline); the sophistication of vulnerabilities and threats; the
cost of mitigation; the potential consequences of inaction; and, in some cases, the
infosec impedence (i.e., the risk to program execution or the risk to innovation if
information security controls are put in place). The notion of impedence implies
that firms should periodically step back and make sure that protective measures
that once made sense are still necessary and are not still in place just by default.
Such an approach may help realize additional business opportunities or justify
security spending.
For example, United Technologies uses a structured approach for overall risk
management calculations. Elements of the model come from all business functions.
Some of the elements that help feed the model include data classification, governance, insider risk and infrastructure. As Lee Warren explained it, “We’re just
starting down this path. There’s a lot to do. What we’re doing is we pick the risk
and we take what we think of as large risk areas and we plot them on an eMap.
For instance, governance, how are we doing on governance? Are we red, yellow,
or green? Then we try to make a more mathematical model by digging down
deeper into why we think governance is in the green. And then we’d weigh all
those attributes. And then in future years, we’ll add to it as the environment
changes. If some of those attributes change, then we’ll automatically shift those as
opposed to being subjective. But the point is, we’re trying to put a structure
around the whole thing, starting on a very high level.”
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Several companies are using some version of a risk matrix that has the X axis
dedicated to the potential ‘Impact’ and the Y axis dedicated to ‘Probability’ of a
negative outcome. Different elements of their risk management approach are
plotted on the matrix to see how much attention they require. A potentially
high-impact event with a high probability of occurring would require an immediate, focused response. These matrices are updated regularly, perhaps quarterly,
to reflect changes in business priorities and the risk environment. BT uses a
process called BRAT, which is a step-by-step, ladder process where each hurdle
has to be taken in order to move to the next step in the process or project. Some of
the steps that would need to be overcome could include: Is this legal? Is it in line
with contractual obligations? Does it adhere to established business processes? Is
there sufficient protection of sensitive data?
An interesting outcome of the discussion was that it became clear that several
companies use back testing (i.e., applying actual incidents or audit and assessment
findings) to validate or calibrate their risk management approaches and methods.
This focus on continuous improvement seems promising in an area that is still
immature.
Other tools to help identify and rank risks include Archer Technologies,
RiskWatch, and SecureCompass. John Stewart explained how Cisco is using the
RiskWatch tool to help prioritize its risks: “The software itself is an application.
The input is by an individual. For example, let’s say you would want to take a set
of government audit requirements against your environment, and it’s a formal set.
You put them in, and then are entering them in the known state as you can ascribe
it today as any audit would traditionally do. That’s subjective data. Then you take
the objective data, which is what the audit findings are, of any of your given
facilities by the external auditors, and then, over time, it will assert what the
categories of risk are with an objective equal to your current areas of effort sorted
ostensibly by priority. That’s the thinking. Now the question is how people will
actually use it. We’re going in with the idea that that becomes our risk methodology, so our risk process is subjective/objective data in; this is then sorted and
ordered into a priority list of areas to work on. The input doesn’t have to be just
one project. You could put many projects in, or you could put a business process
into it.” Other firms are using similar tools to help them with data classification,
security awareness and making the risk prioritization process more objective and
repeatable.
Ranking and measuring risk is also important across a firm’s vendor base. Phil
Venables of Goldman Sachs outlined an initiative within the financial industry to
rank vendors using an outside rating agency. Working with one of the leading
credit rating agencies, Moody’s, a group of financial firms are developing an
information risk ratings service. Firms could use those ratings to qualify vendors
and even negotiate prices and contracts based on the risks posed by that provider.
Venables stated, “We intend on primarily using this to rate outsourced service
companies. We want to have Moody’s go and rate them. And from that we’ll be
able to adjust the amount of money we’re going to pay for a contract in relation to
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the cost of extra mitigants. When their cyber security risk has been evaluated and
rated, we can decide based on clear, consistent evidence whether we need to take
on more or less of the risk for that provider and can make contracting decisions
accordingly. This in turn can be augmented by similar industry efforts like
BITS/FISAP.”
There is no single, established process or method that is universally used for
ranking risks, but information risk management is maturing and becoming more
integrated with overall risk management programs.

4.2

Communicating the Information Risks

Communicating risks within the organization is critical in embedding information
risk into the firms overall risk management process. Finding ways to effectively
communicate the risk both internally and with suppliers/partners is the challenge.
Many CISOs have emphasized the importance of storytelling in getting the
security message across. Telling a compelling story—both in terms of scenarios
and using external events to tell a story about how something happened—can be a
powerful methodology. Through a good story, people can better visualize a
problem or risk and find it easier to understand the implications of a potential
security event. However, participants at the Tuck CISO workshop stressed the
importance of having the story be accompanied by some analysis that makes the
story relevant for a particular company. Sheldon Ort from Eli Lilly emphasized
that, “It’s the limits of imagination that preclude us from taking seriously some of
the real risks out there. It’s going to that next step to try and bring it in to a
realistic scenario that they can relate to.” So, for instance, some threats make great
stories, but a firm may already have security measures in place to defend against
them, while other stories can really highlight a company’s specific vulnerabilities.
Security-related stories are most effective if they are told in the context of a firm’s
risk environment and goals.
The group also discussed the need to have awareness of the audience and how
important it is to interface at different levels, to really know at different levels
what it is that the audience will respond to. The point was not that a story should
be changed for different audiences, but that it should be packaged and emphasized
differently—“hitting the right notes for the right level of audience”, as one
participant put it. Further, the importance of creating a dialogue and engendering
real engagement, as opposed to just doing a briefing, was also highlighted by the
group. Mauricio Guerra from Dow related how up until recently they had always
just gone into the board every six months and told their half hour story, their
PowerPoint, and left with a “Thank you very much,” and how important it was
that they’ve recently changed to a much more dialogue oriented discussion where
the board is actually engaged and suddenly the board cares much more about
security risks.
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The timing of security communications is also an important factor. Sometimes
it is possible to get senior management’s attention if a message is communicated
on the heels of a high-profile event or new regulations. In the words of Pete Stang
from General Dynamics, “But this interest is perishable, whether it’s 9/11 or SOX.
You have their attention and the board will listen to you for a short time. But after
a while, they get bored with it and they’ll move on to something else, or they get
annoyed with it. We found that out. So you’ve got to jump when you have the
opportunity because you’ll lose that window.”
Some firms have found great success in informally spreading the security
message through the rotation of people. In some firms security people are sent out
to spend a day, several days, or even several weeks in the company’s operational
units - in the factory or a store or a distribution center—in order to get a better
sense for the real operational needs of the business. Cisco has taken this approach
one step further, sending some of their best security people to work permanently
in different jobs elsewhere in the business. That’s one way to inculcate security
within the company. Several participants spoke about their goal to make more use
of informal communications across different levels of their organizations in order
to improve their security posture, and increase awareness of security risks.
Another communications strategy used by some firms involves hitching
security communications to other successful wagons in a company. For example,
if a company pays a lot of attention to their audit group, legal, or regulatory
compliance, then it would be a productive approach to partner with those groups
to raise awareness about security. This works especially well with groups where
there’s already a natural affinity that can be echoed. In other cases, piggy-backing
security on successful or topical initiatives, such as privacy, within a company can
also bear fruit. Terri Curran noted that she successfully worked with R&D at Bose
to help communicate IP risk. Working with R&D was naturally helped move the
security agenda forward because, at Curran noted, “In our company, R&D is the
driver. It’s the lifeblood of what we do.”
Russ Pierce of CVS/Caremark, also noted that communication must be tailored
to roles to maximize its impact. “Awareness, especially role based awareness, is a
significant component of our overall strategy. We recognize that in order to achieve,
and maintain, good security we need to empower all employees with the appropriate knowledge to work securely with today’s, and tomorrow’s, technology.”
Many of the same innovative internal communications program can work with
suppliers and partners across the value chain. However, many of the firms
represented at WEIS and our earlier workshops have been struggling to move
beyond security audits of their vendors to a point where rapid and ongoing risk
communication regularly occurs.
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Measuring Progress

Finally, information risk metrics close the loop on an effective risk management
program. Without measurement, how do firms know if their information risk
practices are making a difference? Measuring risk, or security metrics, has been a
central theme for CISOs for the past few years (Johnson and Goetz 2007). While
many firms have developed a set of metrics, questions remain on what should be
measured. Most companies now have a variety of security measurements that
include empirical or systems data such as the number of hits to the firewall, the
number of viruses detected, the percentage of machines patched, the percentage of
communications encrypted, etc. Specific programs, such as awareness and communications, are also measured, for instance, by capturing how many people have
gone through training. Standards or regulations are also used to measure a
company’s posture against.
Many companies have dashboards and displays that are fed by the measurements to show the security status of various functions. For example, they could be
red, yellow or green on fighting spam, based on some internal metrics. However, a
big concern that was repeatedly expressed at our CISO workshop was that
measuring security was becoming an exercise in checking boxes, which would not
necessarily make the company more secure or better able to handle new risks. The
dangers of such a check box mentality include complacency and a loss of personal
initiative and innovative thinking. Measuring changes in user behavior over time
can help firms see real underlying improvement. At WEIS, Kavitha Venkita of the
Corporate Executive Board described how they had developed a single index of
secure behavior based on surveys of user security hygiene, such as sharing
passwords or avoiding phishing scams. By repeatedly conducting the survey over
time, firms could measure the impact of user education.
Companies use a variety of different techniques and methods to measure
security, including information from self assessments, audits, objective risk
scoring, compliance efforts and interviews. In some cases, context can be added to
empirical rankings through the use of scenario stories. There are also many ways
to display and structure the results of measurement. The use of rankings and
dashboards is very common, but other options, such as heat maps and maturity
models, are also being explored to express risk effectively.
Measuring risk still remains problematic for a number of reasons. One of the
main difficulties is that a risk equation requires some level of quantification of
the threat and the probability of that threat occurring. These two elements are
notoriously hard to quantify, thereby making some of the other risk metrics less
effective. Another challenge is measuring progress—is my company improving its
security posture? The threat landscape and a company’s vulnerabilities and
technologies change constantly, leaving few options in terms of measuring
continuity. Good security measurements have to be able to adapt to internal and
external changes. Finally, how are security metrics used, and how much faith is
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placed in them when it comes to making business decisions, including investment
decisions? These are questions that need to be explored further.

5

Overview of Book

Ongoing research is illuminating many open questions presented in the previous
sections. The subsequent chapters included in this book examine many such
questions and cover a wide variety of important topics. The chapters are broken
into five sections: Cyber Policy and Regulation, Risk Management and Security
Investment, Technology and Policy Adoption, Combating Cybercrime, Privacy
and Trust (see Table 1). We begin with cyber policy and regulation, with a chapter
examining the risks of nonbanks in retail payments, both within the United States
and Europe. The second chapter in this section broadly examines security economics
and public policy, including information asymmetries and breach notification,
externalities and the costs of malware, liability and software patching, and the
current fragmented state of legislation and law enforcement – focusing on the
European Union.
The next section has two chapters examining risk management and security
investment. The first chapter outlines an approach (called BORIS) that considers a
complete program from strategy to evaluation. The second chapter provides an
extension of the popular Gordon-Loeb investment model to consider the productivity of vulnerability and threat reduction. The last chapter in this section addresses
communication of the economic value of security investment – a perennial
challenge for CISOs.
We then turn to technology and policy adoption with a pair of chapters. The
first chapter examines the human and technological costs of USB memory stick
security and its related benefits. This is followed by a chapter that examines access
governance within an organization and the value of incentives to drive good user
behavior.
Combating cybercrime has attracted significant research attention over the past
years and we present five cutting-edge chapters on this topic. The first chapter
illuminates the debate over disclosure of web infections, discussing the attack
trends, methods for identifying infected hosts, and recent analysis of the host
infections. The next chapter shows how economic incentives impact site
take-down behavior of hosting services. Examining a range of criminal activity
from child pornography to phishing, the authors find that economic motivation of
harmed organizations speeds response. The next chapter provides a fascinating
view into the underground economy of the Chinese web followed by a chapter
analyzing Botnet economics. We close this section with a chapter examining the
ongoing debate over cyber insurance and its ability to both compensate victims
and drive security investment.
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Table 1. Chapters within Each Major Section
Cyber Policy and Regulation
Nonbanks and Risk in Retail Payments: EU and U.S.
Security Economics and European Policy
Risk Management and Security Investment
BORIS –Business Oriented management of Information Security
Productivity Space of Information Security in an Extension of the Gordon-Loeb’s Investment
Model
Communicating the Economic Value of Security Investments; Value at Security Risk
Technology and Policy Adoption
Modelling the Human and Technological Costs and Benefits of USB Memory Stick Security
The Value of Escalation and Incentives in Managing Information Access
Combating Cybercrime
Reinterpreting the Disclosure Debate for Web Infections
The Impact of Incentives on Notice and Take-down
Studying Malicious Websites and the Underground Economy on the Chinese Web
Botnet Economics: Uncertainty Matters
Cyber Insurance as an Incentive for Internet Security
Privacy and Trust
Conformity or Diversity: Social Implications of Transparency in Personal Data Processing
Is Distributed Trust More Trustworthy?

In the final section, we present a pair of chapters focused on privacy and trust.
The first chapter examines the social implications of transparency in personal data
while the second chapter asks the question “is distributed trust more trustworthy.”
We are certain that managers and researchers alike will find many new insights
to better manage information security within the pages of Information Risk and the
Economics of Security.
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Abstract This chapter documents the importance of nonbanks in retail payments
in the United States and in 15 European countries and analyses the implications of
the importance and multiple roles played by nonbanks on retail payment risks.
Nonbanks play multiple roles along the entire payment processing chain. They are
prominent in the United States and their presence is high and growing in Europe
as well, although there are differences among the various countries and payments
classes. The presence of nonbanks has shifted the locus of risks in retail payments
towards greater relevance of operational and fraud risk. The chapter reviews the
main safeguards in place, and concludes that there may be a need to reconsider
some of them in view of the growing role of nonbanks and of the global reach of
risks in the electronic era.

1

Introduction

Retail payment systems throughout the world continue to evolve in many ways.
Chief among them is the continued migration from paper-based to electronicbased systems. Accompanying this electronification of payments has been an
increase in the prevalence of nonbanks in the payment systems.
In an earlier paper (ECB, FRBKC 2007a), we took a first step in documenting
and analysing the role of nonbanks in European and U.S. retail payment systems.
We found that nonbanks are most prominent in the United States but are
prominent—and becoming ever more so—in many European countries as well.
We also found that the regulatory framework surrounding nonbank payments
participants is uneven both within and across countries.
This second finding is particularly important for central banks because central
banks are almost uniformly charged with ensuring that payment systems are safe
as well as efficient. At the core of “safety” considerations, of course, is the presence
and mitigation of various types of risk. Our earlier paper spent some time exploring
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